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Our Mission & Vision

XRP Junkies’ mission is to create an 
ecosystem within the XRPL that allows 
Junkies to experience a combination of 
traditional NFT dynamics and our take on 
what we believe NFT’s are capable of. As 
a whole, we will thrive on the impacts, 
developments, and discoveries made 
within this community. We are committed 
to our community and going the extra mile 
to do whatever it takes to reach our goals 
along with the support of fellow Junkies 
and others on the XRPL.

Our vision for XRP Junkies is to create 
and foster a community that will thrive 
and grow around the ideologies of social 
interactions, relationships, and 
playing-to-earn. We want to create the 
first play-to-earn NFT game on the XRPL 
that does not function on the premise of 
domination, rather one that revolves 
around comroderry. 

Our VisionOur Mission
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About the Founders

Interests

“Whats up Junkies, I wanted to do my 
about me page, not as a professional 
insight of my life, but who I truly am. I 
want to build a real relationship with 
you all and thought this was the best 
way to go about it.”

“I’m a 21-year-old computer science 
nerd, passionate about art & game 
development. I’m excited for the 
future of our project, as it is my first 
public creation.”

“I started developing at 13 years old, 
coding Minecraft plugins with 
Lawrence. Since then, we’ve always 
dreamt about creating our very own 
platform, and now we’re here.”

-Game development

-Art

-Skateboarding

-Martial Arts

-XRP

-Hating the SEC

-Traveling

Experience:
Java: Intermediate
C++: Advanced
Python: Advanced
Business 
Management: 1 year

Jake Burkhalter ~ Safequest
Founder

“Young and hungry 
for success…”



About the Founders
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Lawrence Plante ~ Blanjo
Founder Interests

“Hey Junkies, my name is Lawrence. I’m a 
21-yr-old and I’ve always been known as the tech 
guy when friends or family would need help 
opening a new tab or shutting down the 
computer.” 

“I spent many years coding and developing 
minecraft servers from as early as the 6th grade. 
From there I began learning Java and then onto 
C++ and python in college. Over the summer I 
worked with an NFT collection on the WAX 
blockchain called Eleblob, creating and minting 
NFTs on Atomic Hub.”

“I am currently in my last semester as a Business 
Management and Computer Science Major. I plan 
to get more involved in the crypto space now and 
further upon graduation.”

Experience:
Java: Knowledgeable
C++: Intermediate
Python: Intermediate
Business 
Management: <1 year

-Video games

-Coding

-Playing Basketball

-Watching Football

-Crypto

-Science

-Math

-Outdoors

-Traveling



About the Team
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Danny Burkhalter - Modbus
Business Administrator Interests

“Howdy Junkies, my name is Danny. I’m Jake’s 
father. I have over 20 years of programming on 
Industrial process control systems.” 

“I’m a fourth degree black belt, I ran my own 
Tae-kwon-do studio for over 15 years while 
pursuing my dreams of becoming an Industrial 
engineer.”

“I’ve traveled the world programing, designing, 
and starting up industrial process control 
systems.”

“Today I enjoy watching my three children live 
out there dreams.”

-Video games

-Coding

-Crypto

-Martial Arts

-Industrial control 

systems

- Being a father
Experience:       

Too much to put here…

https://www.linkedin.co
m/in/danny-burkhalter-24
b30744/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/danny-burkhalter-24b30744/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danny-burkhalter-24b30744/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/danny-burkhalter-24b30744/
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Jeremy Johns - MotorHead
Business Analyst Interests

“I’m An agile, adaptive, and innovative leader with 
21 years’ experience in IT operations. Throughout 
my leadership tenure a passion for people and
processes allows me to see the big picture, as well 
as the finer details needed to guide teams to 
targeted successful outcomes.”

“Aptitude to implement winning strategies, policies, 
and procedures have led to continued success as a 
leader capable of building relationships to motivate 
and develop multifaceted IT teams and solutions.”

“21+ years of large scale technical program, project 
and leadership roles in large corporations including 
IT, Healthcare, Energy, Food Services, Storage, 
County and City Government and Education.”

-Guitar

-Team Management

-Fishing

-Huge car guy

-Blockchain 

development 

Experience:       

Too much to put here…

https://www.linkedin.co
m/in/jeremy-j-b5353a6/

https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeremy-j-b5353a6/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/jeremy-j-b5353a6/
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The initial token release was listed to set a floor price for $JUNK (each redeemable for a Junkie upon 

implementation of a viable XRPL NFT platform). We set the price at 15 XRP per token for the first 3,500 

$JUNK tokens. We intended to create an equitable playing field for those wanting to get involved early. 

All revenues from our initial token release will be reinvested back into the project’s development and the 

expansion of our team.

We have analyzed other projects on the XRPL and decided this was fair to all community members. After 

seeing other projects release their tokens at a near-zero price, then sell off additional tokens after the 

community drives the price upward only to result in large dumps and other manipulative actions. We 

spent hours developing a plan to serve our community best. With our strategy, we are disbursing a set 

number of tokens one-time-only (except for announced Marketing & Administrative costs - No more than 

5 $JUNK at a time and no more than 100 $JUNK over 1 week). This allows a healthy influx of tokens into 

the community to gauge interest and fair play to those interested in the project.



Breakdown # of $JUNK Details

Initial Token Release 3,500 $JUNK 15 XRP

Giveaway/Loyalty Program 2,000 $JUNK Used to community outreach/reserved 
for holders

Airdrops 1,350 $JUNK Airdrops begin disbursement 10/24

Marketing & Administrative 
Expenses 1,500 $JUNK Disbursements will always be 

announced and only when necessary

Partnerships 1,000 $JUNK Used to stimulate growth in our 
community

Founder’s Wallet 650 $JUNK Split between founders

Total $JUNK 10,000 $JUNK

Tokenomics
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Tokenomics Breakdown
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Airdrops

Our primary focus is to keep a smooth transition from our initial token 

release to the open market. $JUNK holders, your investment in our project 

is important to us; we want to make sure the release of the AirDrop 

benefits you & our early adopters. We are issuing benefits to those who 

have hands made of diamonds. The more $JUNK you hold, the more you will 

receive (Loyalty Rewards Program). 
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AirDrops will be dispersed on a set schedule to avoid massive dumps of 

$JUNK into the market. Don’t worry, those of you who didn’t qualify for 

this AirDrop, we will ACTIVELY be depositing $JUNK RANDOMLY into 

wallets starting this November (Amounts disclosed). Everyone with a 

TrustLine set will be eligible.



Airdrop Schedule

Trustline Amount Date

#1-500 0.75 $JUNK 10/24

#501-1000 0.25 $JUNK Continuously

#1001-5000 0.15 $JUNK Continuously

#5001-10000 0.05 $JUNK Continuously

ALL Trustlines RANDOM $JUNK Start Date: 11/01

Total AirDropped 
$JUNK: 1350 $JUNK

11



Loyalty Reward Program
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The Junkie Loyalty Rewards Program is our way to reward the holders of 

$JUNK. We will be disbursing additional $JUNK to holders of our token every 

week. These rewards incrementally grow to show our gratitude toward those 

supporting our project in a more significant way by holding their $JUNK. 

How Rewards Work

At the end of each reward period, we will scan all wallets holding $JUNK to see 

if they qualify for rewards. If eligible, we will record all wallet addresses and 

their $JUNK amount. Then, depending on the reward tier of each account, the 

Airdrop will be prepared and sent out on the distribution date.

[Disclaimer]

We will double-check each 

address on the distribution 

date to determine if the 

account is still eligible for 

rewards (i.e., the user has 

not sold their $JUNK to a 

level below the reward 

threshold before the 

distribution date). This is 

to verify holders are not 

pumping and dumping 

$JUNK in between reward 

periods. 



Loyalty Reward Program

Junkie Loyalty Rewards

Our initial Junkie Loyalty Rewards program will run for four weeks as a 

trial run to gauge community feedback and interest. Afterward, based on 

how it goes, we are leaving room to continue the program into the future if 

found appropriate.

Distribution Date
As listed in the chart below, on 
the distribution date, all 
holders eligible for rewards will 
receive $JUNK based on their 
tier of rewards.

Record Date

As listed in the chart below, this date is the cutoff day to have $JUNK 

in your wallet. Therefore, any $JUNK added after this date will not be 

counted in the current reward period. Likewise, any $JUNK sold or removed 

after this date will be subtracted from the current period rewards. If the 

final number falls below the Tier 1 reward threshold, no rewards will be 

given during the current period. This is to incentivize members to hold onto 

their $JUNK for the entire reward period.
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Loyalty Program Rewards
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               Tier list:                    Rewards:

Rewards are subject to change to best distribute new tokens 
into the market

Reward Airdrop Schedule: 

[Please read] disclaimer regarding reward distribution to 
verify you remain eligible for rewards

Period 3 will be reduced by 25%
Period 4 will be reduced by 25%

Holding at least 1 $JUNK 0.05 $JUNK

Holding 2 $JUNK 0.11 $JUNK

Holding 4 $JUNK 0.24 $JUNK

Holding 5 $JUNK 0.31 $JUNK

Holding 10 $JUNK 0.67 $JUNK

Holding 15 $JUNK 1.05 $JUNK

Holding 25 $JUNK 1.85 $JUNK

Holding 50+ $JUNK 5.00 $JUNK

Junkie 
Loyalty 
Payouts

Record 
Date

Distribution 
Date

Reward 1 10/23 10/24

Reward 2 10/28 10/31

Reward 3 11/4 11/7

Reward 4 11/11 11/14



THE JUNKIE NFT & SOCIAL CLUB

The Junkie Social Club is an exclusive club accessible to all holders of the Junkie NFTs. This 

platform will be, at surface level, a community were members interact and socialize while 

hanging out. On a deeper level, players will be able to use the skills of their Junkies to 

perform tasks, compete in mini games, trade with other Junkies all while earning prizes for 

the various activities performed. The Junkie Social Club is designed to bring new people 

together in a community full of differing backgrounds, cultures, and histories to share their 

love for crypto and be rewarded for that. There will also be various Junkie sponsored 

events throughout the month that encourage gameplay and social interactions. The 

following information is a BRIEF description what you’ll see inside the Junkie Social Club.
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THE JUNKIE NFT & SOCIAL CLUB
[Every Junkie is 100% our original artwork/concept]

This table represents the characteristics the Junkies are generated 
with. Rarities of each individual layer will be released upon 

minting.
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 Layer Type Amount Generation rarity scale

Hair/Hat 42 60% of Junkies have hair, 40% have hats

Mouth 29 100% of Junkies have this

Eyes/Eyewear 15 60% of Junkies have eyes, 40% have eyewear

Misc. 
(Jewelry & Physically defining features)

6 33% of Junkies have this

Nose 6 100% of Junkies have this

Skin tone 5 100% of Junkies have this

Background color (Base Stats) 10 100% of Junkies have this

Super rare attributes Revealed 
upon minting

0.10 % of Junkies have this

[Subject to change]



Junkie Stats

Example:
Your Junkie’s Stats:

Strength              
Intelligence    
Charisma       
Perception     
Stamina         
Luck              
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[Strength] Increases your 
Junkie’s chance at efficiently 
performing “Strength-based” 
side-hustles. 
Example: Furniture hauler 
(COMMON)

[Perception] Increases your 
Junkie’s chance at efficiently 
performing “Perception-based” 
side-hustles. 
Example: Crypto dealer (RARE)

[Intelligence] Increases your 
Junkie’s chance at efficiently 
performing “Intelligence-based” 
side-hustles. 
Example: Network hacker (RARE)

[Charisma] Increases your 
Junkie’s chance at efficiently
performing “charismatic-based” 
side-hustles.
Example: Street performer 
(COMMON)

[Luck] Increases your chance at 
finding rare items when 
performing side-hustles.

[Stamina] Decreases the 
active cooldown between 
performing side-hustles

[3]
[6]
[3]
[3]
[6]
[5]



BASE STATS

The “base stats” are generated 

according to the background color of 

your Junkie. 

The combination of your Junkies’ 

physical traits and base stats will give 

each one a unique feel within the Social 

Club.

You can think of this as the “class” of 

your Junkie. 

Strength              
Intelligence    
Charisma       
Perception     
Stamina         
Luck              

Strength              
Intelligence    
Charisma       
Perception     
Stamina         
Luck              

[6]
[3]
[4]
[2]
[5]
[3]

[3]
[6]
[3]
[3]
[6]
[5]
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PHYSICAL TRAITS

Based on the physical composition of 

your Junkie, you will either gain or lose 

additional stat points.

Some traits slightly affect the way you 

communicate within the Social Club. For 

example, if your Junkie generates with 

the “Smoking mouth type”, you will have 

a slight chance at performing emotes 

every time you chat within the Social 

Club.

Safequest: *takes a drag* “I 
love the Junkie Social Club!”

Perception [+2]
Stamina [-1] 

Intelligence [+2]
Perception [-1]

19
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SIDE-HUSTLES

“Side-hustles” are tradeable & 
transactable NFTs separate from 
your Junkie. Side-hustles are 
interactive “jobs” your Junkie can 
perform.

Each Junkie will receive ONE free  
cool down based side-hustle upon 
release of the Junkie Social Club.

There are three types of 
side-hustles. “Cooldown based”, 
“Item required”, & “Single use”.

Completing side-hustle tasks will 
give you a chance to earn 
in-game loot based on the rarity 
& type of your side-hustle.

You can obtain more side-hustles by 
winning mini games, completing 
side-hustle tasks, or spending time 
chatting in social areas.

[more about side-hustles on the next page]

Cooldown based: Set on a timed cool down

Item required: Requires specific items to 
complete (repeatable)

Single use: Can only be performed once (Burns 
NFT)
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SIDE-HUSTLES

An example of one common 
side-hustle you may obtain is the 
“Dumpster Diver”. 

Every two hours you will be able to 
dig through the trash & make a 
quick buck. 
[Selective loot tables are in place for 
each side-hustle]

Example:

Dumpster Diver:
45% Rotten food
25% Plastic ware
15% Recycled clothing
10% Loot box
5%  Rare item(s)

YOU FOUND X1
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ITEMS & CRAFTING

Items you receive ingame will be a 
separate tradeable & transactable 
NFTs. 

We decided to incentivize crafting 
to promote player trading & 
increase the value of items you 
receive.

Items you craft will be used for 
consumables, item required 
side-hustles, clothing, etc.

+

=

You crafted:
x1 Small meal

?

Stamina   
Perception 

[+2/30 min]
[-2/30 min] 

[consumable]



RISKS and DISCLAIMER

Risks and Disclaimer
All JUNK holders must acknowledge and understand the risks associated with blockchain projects and development. By holding JUNK you are 

aware of all associated risks that come with spending money on blockchains projects. These risks include, but are not limited to;

Operational Risks: Business operations within the Junkie team that create a destructive or consequential environment, breach of state, lack of 

assets for development, etc can have a delayed or destructive result of timelines and/or goals resulting in the success of XRP Junkies.

Technical Risks: The XRPL is in a new state of rapid development and growth, which can come with unforeseen risks, such as; slowed 

development of applicable applications and/or utilities, technological obstacles, market volatility, etc.

Transactional Risks: The secondary market is controlled by the holders that can do as they see fit given any internal or external factors that 

may be experienced such as; project development, community discourse (i.e., FUD, other projects, etc.), and/or personal impacts. Any factor 

can create a volatile trading environment for JUNK Token.

Environmental Risks: Governmental regulations can alter or cease the proposed plans of a project at any given time and lead to fluctuations in 

JUNK price.

Potential holders of  the JUNK token and the Junkies NFT must understand and acknowledge the risks associated with blockchain technology. It 

is highly recommended that before purchasing potential buyers should perform an analysis prior to buying JUNK Token. All information within this 

document is subject to change and/or alteration upon completion.
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